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1. Ge,ng Started
I love running classes and workshops. I teach my workshops all over the
world, in places like Paris, London, Rome and Prague and at conference
centers like Esalen, Kripalu, and Omega. I also run classes online: a
favorite of mine is the one I teach to writers about the importance of
place and se&ng in wriFng. Typically, I run my workshops as ﬁve-day
workshops, though I also run them as weekend workshops, one-day
workshops, and half-day workshops. I quite love it!
If you’re a coach, you’re likely to need to supplement your income,
since few coaches can make a living just by coaching clients. One
excellent way to supplement your income is by running a workshop,
class or retreat. However, the following objecFon may arise in you. As a
busy coach who perhaps has lible paFence for other pursuits, why
would you want to entertain the idea of running classes, workshops or
retreats? Won’t they cost you Fme and energy that you’d rather devote
to securing clients and working with clients? Isn’t teaching both a
distracFon and a lible beneath your dignity?
No. It can prove enormously worthwhile to run classes, workshop and
retreats. You may run them to make money but their central value is
not that they may make you money. Their central value is that they
provide a rich human experience that you can’t get working with
individual clients. If you approach running classes, workshops and
retreats as a helping, healing, and enriching sort of thing and not as a
bossy, oﬃcious teacher sort of thing, you may end up numbering them
among your most important life experiences.
It may prove important for you to run classes, workshops and retreats
because the money they bring in helps you survive and permits you to
conFnue living the coach’s life. That would amount to reason enough to
consider doing them. But their value goes far beyond that. They can
prove the place of connecFon for you, your best way of being with
other human beings, and a place of real excitement and saFsfacFon.
Once you embrace the idea that running classes, workshops and
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retreats might be something you actually love and not just a revenue
stream and a way to help you cobble a life, you may feel your
enthusiasm grow. And a place of actual love they can be!
Running workshops, classes and retreats also builds certain muscles and
makes you more of an adult and a leader. This last can prove very
valuable to you. When you run a successful class, workshop, or retreat
you are doing more than just presenFng informaFon or sharing
techniques. You are leading. Leadership is not a quality we usually
associate with teachers or with workshop leaders and yet that’s exactly
the quality that keeps parFcipants returning. A student who abends
your “great goal-se&ng” class or workshop wants to be led from his or
her iniFal place of limited skill and understanding to a place of
increased proﬁciency. Students want the experience of ge&ng
somewhere.
You do this leading by creaFng a sensible game plan that doesn’t have
as its goals to impart the most informaFon, to make parFcipants feel
comfy, cozy, and cheerful, or to impress or to inFmidate. Its goal, like
the goal of a team leader or a project manager, is to provide
parFcipants with suﬃcient instrucFon, guidance and direcFon that they
arrive at real results. You might, for example, spend a fruitless hour
talking abstractly about goals: but unFl parFcipants engage in a
personally meaningful exercise of some sort they have only been
formally instructed and not led anywhere.
Leadership means all of the following. It means starFng on Fme. It
means communicaFng when breaks will occur. It means ending on Fme.
It means encouraging everyone and “shu&ng down” an overly loud or
overly needy parFcipant. It means not ge&ng derailed by one student’s
demands or agenda. It means covering what you intend to cover or at
worst covering what you deem most important to cover. If Fme is
slipping away and you have two modules lei, one that is “fun and easy”
and one that will help parFcipants grow and stretch, you choose the
laber, even if you are a lible Fred or a lible disgruntled. Your mantra is,
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“What will help them get where I am hoping they will get?” That’s
leadership.
You may not currently see leadership as one of your strengths or,
iniFally at least, ﬁnd it so easy to do. Maybe you see yourself as a
“spontaneous, intuiFve person” and “not good at organizaFon or at
details.” Maybe you see yourself as too shy and accommodaFng to be
able to “shut down” needy or loud parFcipants. Maybe you’ve pictured
your job as “demonstraFng technique” or “providing informaFon.” You
may have many reasons for doubFng that you will be good at
leadership; you may even have a formed teaching style that doesn’t
include leadership. Leadership, however, is what your parFcipants want
and need. Quiet your doubts and worries, stretch in the direcFon of
leadership, and you will give your students the experience they
deserve!
I believe that you will ﬁnd it enjoyable, meaningful, and even life
altering to teach workshops, classes or retreats. Try your hand at
answering the following quesFons:
1. Do you think that you would like to run workshops, classes or
retreats? If so, what abracts you to that idea?
2. Do you harbor some negaFve thoughts or feelings about running
workshops, classes or retreats? If you do, what might help you “change
your mind”?
3. Do you see yourself as a leader or as a potenFal leader? If not, what
would you need to change in order to become more of a leader?
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2. Picking Your Idea
So, what exactly will you teach?
It’s not unusual for you to have several diﬀerent ideas for the classes,
workshops or retreats you might want to run. As a person with a ferFle
imaginaFon, it’s easy for you to dream up lots of alternaFves. But then
you are faced with mulFple choices. Since having to choose can provoke
a lot of anxiety, many coaches fail to run any classes, workshops or
retreats because the anxiety gets to them and, instead of choosing,
they drop the idea enFrely.
In order to run a class, workshop or retreat you will need to make a
choice. Let’s create a hypotheFcal example. Say that you like to teach
your clients about goal-se&ng and that you have a parFcular way of
presenFng your ideas. Let’s say that you also have a spiritual bent and
would like to do some teaching around that, maybe connecFng that to
goal-se&ng or maybe not. Likewise, you believe in empowering women
and have the feeling that you might like to run a “great goal-se&ng”
workshop for teenage girls. But you also like to work with elders and
wonder about oﬀering them a workshop.
It’s easy to see that you are confronted by many diverse choices. How
will you choose? Well, you might ask yourself, “Which workshop would
be the easiest to ﬁll?” You might ask yourself, “Which workshop
interests me the most?” You might ask yourself, “Which workshop helps
me sell my coaching pracFce?” You might ask yourself, “Which
workshop would be the easiest to prepare?” You might ask yourself,
“Which workshop would be the most proﬁtable?” You might ask
yourself, “Which workshop would physically tax me the least?” You
might ask yourself, “Which workshop helps me build my brand and
plamorm?” In short, there is no single “objecFvely highest” criterion to
use to help you make your decision. It all depends on where you want
to focus.
Rather than waiFng for the “perfect” choice to come to you, recognize
that you will need to choose your criteria (easiest to ﬁll, interests you
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the most, easiest to prepare, least taxing, etc.), pick a workshop, class,
or retreat idea that best matches that criteria, and then run it—
remembering that you can run some other one aier you have run this
one. Remember: there isn’t a “perfect” choice to make. Rather, there is
simply SOME choice to make. Using whatever criteria you decide to
employ, pick your idea and get it clear in your own mind.
Then you must ﬁgure out where exactly to begin. Ever had the
experience of not being able to ﬁnd the edge on a roll of packing tape,
ge&ng frustrated, and just giving up, at least for the moment? It turns
out that something similar can happen as we dream about running our
class, workshop or retreat. We may be completely ready to run one but
just can’t seem to ﬁnd the place to start. And so, out of frustraFon, we
never begin.
It can seem like such a confusing chicken-and-egg problem. Should we
ﬁnd the venue ﬁrst? Or pick the very best date? Or get our mailing list
longer ﬁrst? Or get the descripFon done ﬁrst? Or ﬁrst ﬁnd a web
designer for the webpage we know we are going to need? Or … each
choice seems to have some other choice as a prerequisite.
Of course, the short answer is: you must start somewhere. One
sequence might be the following: ﬁrst, pick your idea. Then decide
whether you are running a class, workshop or retreat—make that
decision. Then write up a descripFon of the class, workshop or retreat.
This may take many drais. Then research venues—that is, places to run
the workshop, class or retreat (unless it is online). Then decide on the
dates. Then decide on the price. Then decide on how you will market it
and promote it.
The main decision to make is the following one: to start! Really
demanding of yourself that you will do this and that you will start
somewhere are the ﬁrst steps. Each step will require choosing, which is
diﬃcult and anxiety-producing: choosing whether to run this class or
that class, choosing whether to run it live or online, deciding on
whether to charge a lible, so as to perhaps abract more folks, or a lot,
so as to make more money, and so on. You will need to make a zillion
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choices along the way and, knowing that, you may not want to start at
all. Don’t get deterred by the prospect of all that choosing!
One logical place to start is by choosing your idea. What will your
workshop, class or retreat be about? Try your hand at that now. Before
you do, you might want to try your hand at answering the following
quesFons. They may help you arrive at your workshop, class or retreat
idea.
1. Have you harbored the desire to run a parFcular workshop, class or
retreat? Is that desire sFll strong in you or has it faded in importance?
2. What criteria do you think you want to use in choosing your idea. I
menFoned several above. Reread the above passage on criteria and see
if some one criterion or some several criteria jump out at you.
3. Have you ever taken a workshop, class or retreat that you parFcularly
loved? Is there something to take away from that experience to help
you decide on your idea?
4. Have you ever taken a workshop, class or retreat that you parFcularly
disliked? Is there something to take away from that experience to help
you decide on your idea?
Having answered these four quesFons, please tackle the central task of
this lesson: what sort of class, workshop or retreat do you think you
would like to run?
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3. Choosing Your Venue
So far, I’ve presumed that you are intending to run your class, workshop
or retreat completely by yourself: that is, not under the auspices of
some school or community center and not at a tradiFonal workshop
center. But let’s run down your opFons before conFnuing in this vein,
since doing everything yourself is just one opFon.
There are many places to teach a class or workshop (retreats are a bit of
a diﬀerent story, which we’ll discuss shortly). You could:
+ Apply to a tradiFonal workshop center like Esalen, Omega, or Kripalu
and ask to be a workshop leader and be added to their many oﬀerings.
These workshop centers typically provide parFcipants with all meals,
many extras (like free yoga classes, free meditaFon classes, beauFful
grounds, etc.) and adverFse widely, both by their online presence and
because they sFll (as of this wriFng) send out print catalogues, in some
cases to half a million people.
There are many “upsides” to teaching at one of these workshop
centers. They are likely to ﬁll the workshop from their adverFsing,
which is a great help if you don’t have a “large list” (an email mailing list
of many thousands of names), they take care of all the details (like
payment, lodging, food, etc.), they provide you with meals and lodging
at a beauFful locaFon, they pay you reasonably (on the order of $100 to
$200 per parFcipant, meaning that if 20 parFcipants sign up for your
week-long workshop, you will make between $2000 and $4000 for the
week), and it is a relaFvely presFgious thing to be able to say that you
teach at a place like Esalen.
The major downside is that they are likely not to “want you” if you do
not have a rather large “reach” already and if you haven’t already been
running your own successful classes, workshops and retreats. So in all
likelihood you will have to run your own a number of Fmes before they
will be interested in you. Another minor downside is that you must keep
to their daily workshop schedule, which may not exactly match your
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vision for your workshop. (A typical daily schedule is 9 a.m. to noon and
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.)
It of course does not hurt to ask and there are probably not many good
reasons not to ask. Reach out to a workshop center that interests you—
there are many of them around the United States and around the world
—pitch your workshop, and see what happens. I have taught at many of
these—Esalen, Kripalu, Omega, Rowe, Hollyhock, etc.—and I have
found it a great experience.
+ Apply to teach at a school. There are many small and large schools
where you may be able to become one of their faculty members. Many
of these are online; some exist in physical locaFons. I taught for some
years at a small school in a quirky house in a quirky San Francisco
neighborhood run by a woman named Jane who shepherded the enFre
operaFon. The rooms were so small that you could only run a class of
12 or smaller—and 12 was really Fght. Jane’s “thing” was shoes and the
rooms were decorated with high-heeled shoes and other excellent
oddiFes. You might ﬁnd such a place at which to teach <smile>.
The upside to teaching at a wriFng school is that they tend to adverFse
and promote well enough that you will have (some) parFcipants for
your class, though it’s rather likely that you will also have to market and
promote in order to “ﬁll” your class. The downside is that they typically
pay rather lible and oien “demand” that you have a lot of interacFons
with students (in old-fashioned language, “a lot of papers to grade”),
more than either you would like to do or that you feel are really
necessary. On balance, teaching at a school, whether physical or online,
like teaching at a junior college or a university, may serve you and you
may well want to look into the possibility; but I would ask you to
strongly consider teaching under your auspices ﬁrst a few Fmes, to see
how that feels and to see how that goes.
+ You might also teach at hybrid venues like bookstores, New Age giishops, libraries, community centers, and other venues where classes
and workshops are oﬀered as part of “what they do.” Typically they do
only a lible adverFsing and promoFng (usually by including your
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oﬀering in the long list of oﬀerings that goes out to their newsleber
subscribers), pay very lible, and tend not to ﬁll their oﬀerings up.
If the venue is good at what they do, this can be a decent opportunity. I
taught fairly regularly at a bookstore in Marin, California that was good
at adverFsing and promoFng and so my class with them did tend to ﬁll
up (that is, a dozen or more folks tended to show up for each new
class). But oﬀering your workshop, class or retreat “on your own” is
likely a beber bet than going with a venue that does not specialize in
classes and workshops and that does not do much adverFsing or
promoFng.
+ You can someFmes teach your class at a junior college, community
college or university as part of their roster of extended educaFon
programs or, of course, you can try to become a part-Fme or full-Fme
faculty member. Needless to say, cha&ng about trying to become a
faculty member is beyond our scope. But you might look into extended
educaFon possibiliFes if you live near a college. I taught a specialized
class for about a dozen years at St. Mary’s College (in Moraga,
California) as adjunct faculty, teaching returning adults (most typically
ﬁreﬁghters and police oﬃcers) how to write “life experience essays”
that would garner them college credit. OpportuniFes of this sort may
exist in your locale and you might want to check them out, though they
typically do not pay well and involve you in the insFtuFon’s
bureaucracy.
+ You can run your workshop, class, or retreat yourself. There are
fundamentally four ways that you might go about doing this:
1. You might run it in your own home: literally or metaphorically, in your
living room.
2. You might run it in your locale, renFng space at a nearby college,
yoga center, church, library, event center, oﬃce complex, etc.
3. You might run it far away, in some locale that you and parFcipants
want to visit, like Paris, London, Rome, Hawaii, Costa Rica, Taos, etc.
4. You might run it online.
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The main upside to running it yourself are the following: you keep all
proceeds (minus expenses) and you get to run it exactly the way you
want to run it, for as many days as you want to run it and for as many
hours each day as you want to run it. The main downside to running it
are the following: you must make all the arrangements yourself, handle
all of the details yourself, and market and promote well enough that
you have customers. I am arguing that the upside eclipses the downside
and that it is a good idea to try to run your class, workshop or retreat
yourself a few Fmes before looking into other opFons. I think you
would enjoy that and I think you would proﬁt from that!
Thinking about this discussion of venues—workshop centers, schools,
hybrid venues, college extended educaFon programs, and your own
eﬀorts—which do you think interests you the most or might work best
for you? You might want to write out the pros and cons of each and see
where you land!
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4. Understanding the Basics
There are many ways to deliver your classes, workshops, and retreats.
Online is an excellent possibility: we look at that closely in a future
lesson. Teaching at a workshop center, if that opportunity aﬀords itself,
might prove lovely (and proﬁtable). Making an eﬀort to teach in one of
the world’s great ciFes may appeal to you. In this lesson, I want to paint
a picture of what we might call “the basic set-up”: parFcipants arriving
somewhere (your living room, a downtown space you’ve rented, the
local junior college, a workshop center, etc.) and you teaching them.
What does that look like?
The main diﬀerences among classes, workshops and retreats are that a
class typically runs once a week for several weeks, a workshop runs for
a few hours, a half day, a full day, a weekend, or as long as a week, and
a retreat may last as long as a week and has embedded in it the idea of
rejuvenaFon and relaxaFon. These diﬀerences aside, classes,
workshops, and retreats are more similar than diﬀerent, in that in each
case you facilitate an experience for a group of people. Your job is to
present useful material, monitor the needs of the group, retain needed
ﬂexibility while keeping the experience on course, and serve as
everything from master of ceremonies to hall monitor.
Whether for classes, workshops, or retreats, your preparaFon consists
of all of the following:
+ You need to create an overall plan. Your class, workshop, or retreat
will have some theme or raFonale. You then typically need to organize
your material in a logical way into parts, modules or segments. This
organizaFon is usually accomplished by using a standard rhetorical
device: seven points, nine principles, ﬁve steps, six secrets, eight goals,
four key ideas, etc.
It is hard to deliver a useful class, workshop, or retreat, even if it is a
highly experienFal one organized around wriFng prompts or free
wriFng, if your material is not logically organized into bite-sized chunks
of this sort. Once you have organized your material in this way, you can
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lengthen or shorten each chunk to ﬁt your Fme requirements. For
example, you might take ﬁve minutes to explain each of your eight
principles in the context of a two-hour workshop, but you might devote
a half-day to each principle in the context of a weeklong retreat.
+ You need to prepare a schedule. Whether your event runs two hours
or seven days, you need to make a schedule and try to keep to it.
Because you want your event to feel well planned, and because
presumably the last parts are as important as the ﬁrst parts, you want
to make sure to get all of the parts in and to do every part jusFce. If
you've scheduled a segment for an hour and it runs to ninety minutes,
at the break you would revise your schedule and shorten the upcoming
segments so that you sFll get everything in. If you ﬁnd that you have no
inclinaFon to keep to your schedule, that may mean that you have not
planned a complete, useful experience for parFcipants.
The following is one typical schedule for a one-day workshop:
The Four Keys to Coaching Success
10:00 - 11:00. IntroducFon and Opening Exercise
11:00 - 12:00. First Key and Related Exercise
12:00 - 1:00. Second Key and Related Exercise
1:00 - 2:00. Lunch
2:00 - 3:00. Third Key and Related Exercise
3:00 - 4:00. Fourth Key and Related Exercise
4:00 - 5:00. Discussion, IntegraFon, and Closure
You would also typically include a mid-morning break and a midaiernoon break. If you intend to provide a feedback, evaluaFon or
endorsement form, let parFcipants ﬁll it out right aier you close, rather
than having them do it on "their Fme."
+ Typically your event is made up of two integrated parts: the ideas you
present and the exercises that illustrate and deepen parFcipants'
understanding of your ideas. A common sequence for a one-day
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workshop might be six hour-long chunks, each of which is made up of
ten minutes of exposiFon, where you present the principle or point you
intend to make, a twenty-minute exercise, and twenty minutes of
process, which allows for parFcipants to share their experience of the
exercise and to elaborate on the main point you've presented.
+ You want to allow for and foster interacFon. A lecture does not
require interacFon (although even with a lecture you would typically
entertain quesFons throughout or at the end and interact with the class
or the audience). On the other hand, the classes, workshops, and
retreats of the sort we’re discussing absolutely require interacFon.
ParFcipants need to speak and be heard, their quesFons need to be
addressed, and their expressed needs (like ending on Fme, taking a
lible longer with a parFcular point, etc.) considered. It is your job to
invite parFcipaFon, to make parFcipants feel that parFcipaFon is safe
(by not belibling them or ridiculing their quesFons), and to listen to
what they have to say.
+ You need to abend to the pracFcal details that we’ve already
discussed and that we will conFnue to discuss. You need to ﬁnd a
venue to deliver your class, workshop, or retreat, you need to adverFse
the event, monitor details (like requests for informaFon, registraFons,
etc.), handle last-minute emergencies, and so on.
Take a moment to address the following:
1. What fears or doubts might prevent you from oﬀering a class,
workshop, or retreat? How might you dispute those fears or doubts?
2. Make a list of possible class, workshop, or retreat subjects or themes.
Narrow that list down to a few oﬀerings that really interest you. Then
choose one as your ﬁrst class, workshop, or retreat oﬀering. Begin to
think about it, make notes about it, and let it begin to grow.
3. Start a notebook in which you list possible class, workshop, and
retreat venues and partners. These lists might look like: ciFes in which I
want to run workshops (like Paris, London, Rome, etc.); beauFful places
in which I want to run retreats (like the Greek isles, Mexico, Hawaii,
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Peru, etc.); small workshop centers that don’t need me to be famous
before they invite me; etc.
Give these exercises a try!
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5. Following Through
Once you pick a speciﬁc class, workshop or retreat to run, what follows
next is: everything. You will need to:
+ Seble on a venue (home studio, rental space, online class, etc.)
+ Research venues (if you need a rental space)
+ Pick a price (if you are running the event yourself)
+ Pick dates
+ Create an eﬀecFve descripFon of the event
+ Create a website presence for the event (a page on your site where
you announce the event, with or without the addiFon of a store and
“shopping cart technology” so that folks can pay right at your site; or
perhaps even a whole website devoted to the event)
+ Create a markeFng and promoFng plan (who you’ll contact, where
you’ll announce, what free adverFsing you’ll try for, what paid
adverFsing you’ll splurge on, etc.)
+ Execute that plan (actually contact all those people, actually make all
those announcements, actually go aier that free publicity, actually
plunk down money for that paid adverFsing, and so on)
Of course, this will feel daunFng. It is daunFng in exactly the same way
that building and maintaining your coaching career is daunFng. It makes
you a busy entrepreneur, a detail person, a salesperson, a person of
many hats. It is unlikely that there will be anyone to hand all this over
to: only you can perform many (or most) of these tasks, even if you’ve
hired an assistant or a virtual assistant.
Accept this reality. There are many moving parts to this adventure and
you are in charge of all of them. Breathe, smile, and tackle them! Of
course, you will need to be organized—maybe even super-organized,
maybe even organized in ways that you have never been organized
before. Accept that reality, too, that whatever your feelings are about
organizaFon and whatever challenges you have had with organizaFon in
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the past, that “this Fme” you will get organized, for the sake of the
great meaning opportunity—and perhaps ﬁnancial opportunity—that
your class, workshop or retreat may aﬀord.
Once you decide what your class, workshop or retreat is “about,” sit
down and paFently create a plan for pulling it oﬀ. Then work the steps
of your plan!
Some aspects of your plan may strike you as easy—and some may strike
you as hard. When you come up against one of those hard places you
are likely to stall, avoid doing the work, and have your class, workshop
or retreat fall through. It would be lovely if everything about the
process felt easy but you can bet that not everything will. Get ready for
that!
You’ll know that something is feeling hard by virtue of the fact that you
aren’t ge&ng it done. You’ll ﬁnd yourself procrasFnaFng, feeling a lot of
anxiety, and maybe feeling disappointed with yourself or upset with
someone else, like a representaFve of a venue who hasn’t goben back
to you or a friend with whom you thought you might co-lead the class.
ProcrasFnaFon is the bright red ﬂag that something is feeling diﬃcult
and making you anxious. Don’t procrasFnate this chance away!
Maybe you’ve goben stuck not being able to choose among three
diﬀerent ideas you have for workshops. Then powerful choosing is the
place where you need to stretch. Maybe you’ve goben stuck not being
able to pick a price for your class and you feel hampered by your
embarrassment around choosing a “high” price, even though you know
that a low price doesn’t make ﬁnancial sense. Then feeling
unembarrassed about charging a high price is the place where you need
to stretch. Coaches who are new to teaching classes, workshops and
retreats regularly get stuck in places like these—and ge&ng stuck right
there jeopardizes the whole process. If you are stuck somewhere in the
process, ﬁght your way through!
Stretching oien means nothing more than managing your anxiety level.
Try to remember to say something like the following to yourself. “Wow,
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having to choose among these three workshop ideas is really making
me anxious. I have to breathe, calm my nerves, seble down, and make a
choice. Okay, it’s just a case of nerves! Let me face this right now.” This
stretching may indeed involve you leaving your comfort zone—that’s
what stretching means!
Be prepared for the possibility that you may have to do something that
feels scary or risky. If ge&ng to run the class, workshop or retreat that
you would really love to run requires that you do a lible stretching,
embrace that reality—and do that stretching.
Following through means all of the following:
+ Making to-do lists and ge&ng items checked oﬀ your to-do lists.
+ RepeaFng things: announcing your workshop to your Twiber followers
many Fmes, sending a repeat email to a venue coordinator who hasn’t
goben back to you, again asking someone with a large list to announce
your workshop, even though he or she hasn’t responded to your ﬁrst
email, etc. We would prefer to do things only once: but life isn’t like
that.
+ Changing your plans “eﬀortlessly” is they must be changed. If you
learn that there are hidden costs to the venue you had hoped to use
and that therefore you had beber ﬁnd a diﬀerent venue, then rather
than ge&ng annoyed, upset, disappointed, frazzled, belligerent, or
anything of the sort, ﬁnd a diﬀerent venue.
+ Check in with prospecFve parFcipants who have indicated that they
“might” like to come. Just as you will want to create a system for
communicaFng with paid parFcipants, create a system for checking
back with the “maybes” on your list.
The dream is to run your class, workshop or retreat, have it prove a
memorable (and proﬁtable) experience, and do it again and again. The
reality is that you have work to do to make that happen. Please follow
through on your plans: otherwise they will remain unrealized—and
ulFmately disappoinFng—fantasies.
Try answering the following quesFons:
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1. What in my personality might keep me from following through? What
can I do to “upgrade” my personality so that I don’t sabotage my own
eﬀorts?
2. What pracFcal circumstances (like day job pressures, family
responsibiliFes, etc.) might get in the way of me following through?
What can I do to make sure that those circumstances don’t derail my
eﬀorts?
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6. MarkeIng and Running Your Workshop
Leading up to your class, workshop or retreat, you will likely need to
market and promote it. If you are teaching at one of the workshop
centers like Esalen, Omega or Kripalu that does its own large-scale
markeFng and promoFng, their eﬀorts may well ﬁll up your workshop
(although they will expect you to supplement their eﬀorts with your
own eﬀorts). But in most other scenarios you will need to do the bulk of
the markeFng and promoFng yourself.
Here are a few of the markeFng and promoFng eﬀorts you might want
to try:
1. Build your own email mailing list and announce to your list. You build
your list over Fme and if you are lucky, savvy, and persistent you may
build your list into the thousands or tens of thousands. You might send
your list a regular newsleber (I send out one weekly) or you might only
send out one when you have something to announce and promote.
As to how you might deliver your newsleber, the most common way is
to use one of the well-known newsleber delivery services, the two best
known of which are Mail Chimp and Constant Contact. I use Mail Chimp
and, for a list my size, the service costs me $75/month. So this is a real
expense—but as this is one of the most important things you can do,
this expense is jusFﬁed.
2. Use social media. You may want to build your presence on Facebook,
Twiber, and the other social media outlets that currently exist and that
will conFnue to emerge. You might pick one to focus your eﬀorts on or
you might try your hand at several of them to see which is the most
congenial and produces the best results. You can also try a paid
campaign, for example a Facebook campaign, and get your class,
workshop, or retreat ad in front of likely parFcipants; or hire a virtual
assistant or social media expert to do your social media promoFng for
you.
3. Ask people to announce you. You may only have a small reach but
you may know someone—or many people—who have a much larger
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reach than you, folks with a well-traﬃcked blog, a large mailing list, a
huge social media presence, etc. Reach out to these folks—and to
strangers, too—and ask them to announce your class, workshop or
retreat. Just say “please” and “thank you” and don’t worry that you
don’t have anything to oﬀer them in return. People are oien very
generous and will announce your oﬀering just because it is in their
heart to do so. This may prove your most eﬀecFve way to market and
promote: if someone with a really large list announces your oﬀering,
that single announcement may ﬁll your workshop or class.
4. Seek out free adverFsing. You might garner a free lisFng in an online
workshop directory, seek out interview possibiliFes, blog for a online
site, get yourself menFoned by other coaches or other teachers, write
arFcles that subtly promote your oﬀerings, run a free teleseminar that
promotes your paid class, and in other free ways get your message out,
build your brand and your plamorm, and announce your oﬀerings. In the
old days, you might have put up ﬂyers all over town, stapling them to
every lamppost and taping them up in every Laundromat: today the
Internet is the place to search for an almost limitless array of “bulleFn
boards” on which to “tape your ﬂyer.”
5. Pay for adverFsing. Workshop directories oien have a free “minimal”
lisFng and an “upgrade” opFon where you can pay for a more
prominent ad. Certain entrenched newslebers that may go out to tens
of thousands of prospecFve parFcipants accept adverFsing. You might
try social media adverFsing; you might hire a virtual assistant and pay
him or her to ﬁnd you promoFonal opportuniFes. Some adverFsing, like
paying for a print ad in a slick magazine or hiring a publicist, is
extremely—even obscenely—expensive; but some carefully chosen
“small Fcket” items may prove useful and make great sense.
All right: you’ve created your class, workshop or retreat, dealt with all
the details, marketed and promoted it well enough that you have
suﬃcient parFcipants, and now—it’s Fme to run it!
Here are some things to keep in mind:
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+ Keep in touch with parFcipants beforehand. Have a way of reaching
them so that you can tell them about a room change or any last minute
details.
+ Be prepared for last-minute quesFons and concerns. Someone will
forget when the workshop starts; someone else will get lost driving
there; someone else will wonder if it’s all right to arrive an hour late.
Don’t stress out about any of this: just be helpful and upbeat.
+ Get there early. There may be a problem ge&ng into the venue: that
someFmes happens. Will you have coﬀee, tea, and/or water? Other
refreshments? Do you need to set up the room? Do you need to put out
any materials or items like sign-up sheets? Come early and get this all
done.
+ Try to start on Fme. There’s a balance to be struck between starFng
exactly on Fme and allowing for folks who show up a lible late, as that
always happens. You may want to wait a few minutes; but do begin
preby promptly. Then, when a “late” person arrives, just say,
“Welcome!” and conFnue with what you’re doing. Try not to be
distracted by latecomers: acknowledge them but do not interact with
them or get “hooked” into their anxious “late energy.”
+ Explain the schedule. Folks need to know when the breaks will come,
where the bathrooms are, when lunch will happen, and so on.
+ Keep track of Fme. If you intend to present a certain number of ideas
or techniques, you need to “divide” up your total Fme so that you
actually cover all your ideas or techniques. For example, for a six-hour
workshop (a typical number of “contact hours” for a one-day workshop)
in which you intend to cover six ideas, devoFng two hours to one idea
shortchanges the other ideas and runs the risk of causing the workshop
to end up incomplete. Be mindful of the Fme and be mindful of the
relaFonship between the Fme you have available and the things you
intend to get done.
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+ End on Fme. If you end your workshop early, folks will likely feel a bit
shortchanged; if you cavalierly go over—and even if you have a lot more
to say and do—people are likely to get itchy and rather short-tempered.
A Fme will come when you will have to deal with your anxiety, screw up
your courage, lay your fears and doubts to rest, and show up for your
class, workshop, or retreat. Come early, come prepared, smile, and
enjoy your role as leader, facilitator, and learner. Try to maintain the
structure and integrity of your event while allowing for process and
change. Your overall goal is to provide parFcipants with a useful
experience, which may mean sFcking to your plan or improvising (while
sFll covering the material), lecturing or listening, holding Fght to the
reins or allowing for spontaneous interacFon. Running your workshop,
class or retreat is both real work and great fun. Treat it like the work it is
—but remember to relax and to smile!
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7. Teaching Online
There are many ways to run a class or workshop online. Let me just
scratch the surface of possibiliFes. Let’s say that you’re a coach wanFng
to teach a class about goal-se&ng. You could deliver your material
online in any of the following ways:
+ You could present a single teleclass on the subject. ParFcipants would
receive a “bridge” phone number, call in at a certain Fme, listen to your
presentaFon, and ask quesFons. This might run for an hour, ninety
minutes, or two hours and you might charge some small fee for this, say
$39, banking on many people signing up for your teleclass and/or
banking on parFcipants purchasing something else from you, perhaps
your longer class, workshop or retreat on the same subject or on a
diﬀerent subject. Many services (like freeconferencecall.com) will
provide you with a free conference call phone number and a way to
record the teleseminar (and then it can become a product that you sell
on your website). Of course, you must have a way to reach prospecFve
parFcipants, so that they know about the teleclass, and a “store” of
some sort so that they can pay. This is perhaps the simplest way to
deliver a class.
+ You could do the same thing only make it video rather than audio.
There are many variaFons on delivering a video class: simple ones
where you employ a camera aﬃxed to your computer or the camera
built into your computer, more complicated ones that involve you
delivering your material while also monitoring chat quesFons that come
in to you live from viewers on the webinar, even more complicated ones
where you deliver material and parFcipants “break out” into small
groups where they can see each other and chat with each other, etc. If
you think you’d like to be “seen” in this way and deliver material in this
way, spend some Fme learning about how to deliver video webinars.
You will likely need to pay for a monthly service: there are a great many
of them and they vary widely in what they cost and what they provide.
This will prove a (perhaps steep) learning curve for you but if you
master it you will have added a great tool to your sales tool kit.
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+ You might oﬀer a monthly subscripFon service. With this model,
parFcipants sign up in an open-ended way (that is, their credit card is
charged every month) to “join” the world you’ve created—say, your
“academy”—and by joining it, they receive certain things from you
every month: perhaps an audio lesson, a video lesson, a micro-class, a
ten-Fps list, a group phone chat, a group video chat, etc. Typically,
subscripFon prices range from $5 per month up to $30 or $40 per
month. If you can make this model work for you, it can prove very
proﬁtable; but of course, it produces a certain pressure on you to give
parFcipants “enough” each and every month. This model also oien
comes with a discounted price for signing up for the year (rather than
paying month-by-month). If you intend to make teaching a main focus
on your life, this model might work nicely for you.
+ You might oﬀer a “package” of some sort. A package might look like
the following: an ebook lesson reader containing the class’s “wriben
informaFon”; a monthly group audio chat for all parFcipants; a monthly
one-on-one teaching, coaching or cheerleading chat with each
individual parFcipant; and a one-Fme perusal of their “product” (say,
their list of goals), which you read and personally comment on. As you
might guess, there’s an almost endless array of ways to create a
package, some of which make more work for you (like reading and
commenFng on lists of goals) and some of which make less work for
you. What might your package contain?
+ You might create a “passive program.” There are many services
available (like Teachable.com) that can provide you with a way to
deliver text lessons, audio lessons and/or video lessons and bundle
them into a single downloadable program that parFcipants purchase
and then view and use at their own speed. That is, you might take your
“great goal-se&ng” idea and turn it into a program that includes several
“modules” and that includes within each module some text lessons and
some short (typically two-to-three minute) audio or video lessons that
you record on your computer and then upload to the service hosFng
your program. This program then exists “for all Fme” in cyberspace (on
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your site, if you have built it that way, for example using a Wordpress
plug-in, or on the site of your host, for example, Teachable.com) and
can produce excellent “passive income” over Fme.
+ You might gather parFcipants in a group and work with them over
Fme. For example, you might create an eight-week “great goal-se&ng”
class and work with the parFcipants who sign up. One way to run such a
class is the following. You might start the week with an audio or video
chat or lesson, parFcipants might then work on the subject of that
lesson and “do their homework,” they might turn that homework in to
you via email or at some group site, and you might comment on their
homework, either individually, via a phone chat or in a wriben
response, or you might respond to the whole group about their
homework, either in a wriben response to the group or in a group audio
or video chat.
I’ve run many online classes and typically I take the following approach.
It is my personal favorite. The class is conducted completely via email.
Typically, the class is an eight-week class and enrollment is usually in the
range of eight to twenty parFcipants. (For my creaFvity coaching
trainings I may have as many as 50 coaches-to-be sign up for trainings
when each new round is oﬀered.) A typical price for my online class is
somewhere between $225 and $475, depending primarily on how many
weeks the class runs.
At the beginning of each week I send out a text lesson and a homework
assignment. ParFcipants post their response to the lesson for the whole
group to see and read; at the end of the week I “pull” something out of
each parFcipant’s response to comment on and send the group a single
long email with my comments on their responses. During the week, I
answer emailed quesFons from parFcipants, if any quesFons arise. To
repeat, this is all accomplished via email and has worked very nicely for
me. This may be too “dry” or too “text-based” a method for you but I
like it a lot!
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I hope that the above gives you a beginning sense of how you might run
your class or workshop online. Take a moment and answer the following
quesFons for yourself:
1. What do you see as the pros and cons of oﬀering classes or
workshops online?
2. Does the tech part daunt you? If so, can you think through what you
might do to handle that daunFng tech side, diﬀerent from or in addiFon
to learning the tech details yourself?
3. Which delivery method seems most congenial to you? Why does that
method seem most congenial?
4. Can you take a stab at designing your ﬁrst online class or workshop
right now? Give it a try <smile>!
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8. Turning Your Workshop, Class or Retreat into a Book
As you go about creaFng your class or your workshop you might
consider having your eﬀorts do double-duty as the beginnings of a book
you write on the subject of your class or workshop.
A twelve-week class, for example, or a weekend workshop with 12
hours of instrucFon, is a thing that is already divided into 12 parts—and
12 chapters is nice number of chapters for a nonﬁcFon book.
Some points to consider:
+ You might construct your class assignments in such a way that
parFcipant responses become examples that you use in the book
(naturally, with their permission).
+ You might make sure that every class or every workshop hour is
named in a similar way, so that you end up with a useful table of
contents.
+ You might start with a table of contents for your book and then design
the workshop around the table of contents, rather than the other way
around. That way you will be aiming your eﬀorts in the direcFon of the
bigger prize, the nonﬁcFon book, right from the outset.
+ You might think through what each book chapter might need or
contain and then design your class or workshop with those
requirements in mind. For example, if you decided that each chapter
might be served by some excellent quotaFons, you could ﬁnd those
quotaFons and then use them in the workshop as a jumping-oﬀ point
for an exercise.
+ In short, you might think strategically about the relaFonship between
the classes and workshops you oﬀer and the books you might write.
Some food for thought:
1. Describe how you might go about designing a class or workshop so
that you are also creaFng a book at the same Fme.
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2. Do you have an intuiFon as to whether it would work beber to “start
with the book” or “start with the workshop”?
3. Do you have a workshop or a class coming up? How might you
reorganize it so that it “paved the way for a book”?
4. What seem to be the pros and cons of pursuing this idea, that is, the
idea of thinking of a workshop or class and a book “at the same Fme”?
One of my coaches-in-training responded to this idea in the following
way:
I hadn't thought of using my workshops or classes as fodder for my book
and I do like that idea. I have already been doing something similar to
that in my coaching. A=er every call, or every other call, depending on
what's going on with my client, I send them what I call “a lesson” for
want of a beAer term. Each lesson is designed to enhance what we
discussed on the phone but also oﬀers a step-by-step way to increase
self-awareness. So many people never stop to think about the why and
the how of life, so these lessons serve that funcFon.
When I started this, I fully intended to turn the lessons into a book. One
thing I have learned is that the more I coach, the more spot-on my
lessons become, since obviously there is nothing like experience and
real-life situaFons to hone in on your message. I also teach two
creaFvity workshops that are a series of discovery exercises. Almost all
of them can be a part of the book as well. So yes, I feel well on my way
to publicaFon.
Another coach-in-training provided the following:
A couple of years ago I oﬀered a class for writers. The focus was to help
them break through blocks and generate new material through creaFve
wriFng exercises. I created many handouts to send home with the
parFcipants and, later, thought about using them as seeds for a book.
When I tried to plan out the chapters, I realized that I didn't have
enough material. I think starFng with a table of contents and then
designing a class around the table of contents is a great idea.
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So, this week I developed the table of contents for a book. The iniFal
class that I did coincides with one chapter of this book. My plan is to use
the table of contents as a guide for a new class, and to develop the class
with the book in mind. Planning a class is much less inFmidaFng and
overwhelming for me than wriFng a book, so I think this would be an
eﬀecFve approach for me. I also like the idea of using parFcipant
responses in a book, with permission of course! It also makes sense to
test out exercises and ideas on parFcipants before commi&ng them to
wriFng. I think this would help with markeFng the book, too.
When I create a new class, whether it’s a teleseminar, a lesson-based
online class, an in-person workshop, or whatever length or form it
takes, I almost always use that as an opportunity to think about—and
usually actually produce—a new book.
If the book that arises this way turns out to be very short, you can easily
self-publish it, use it as a free giveaway to enFce visitors to your site to
sign up for your newsleber, use it as blog posts to build your brand,
create your own audio book, or employ it in innumerable other ways,
either as a physical book, an electronic book, as lessons for a
downloadable class (and passive income) or repurposed in some other
way.
If it turns out to actually be “book length,” you might create a simple,
powerful query email and query a score of literary agents to see if
represenFng it might interest them. This is hardly an hour or two’s
worth of work! What if one wants to represent it and subsequently sells
it to a publisher? Not a bad outcome from doing one “natural” thing
aier another: creaFng a class or workshop; using that as an
opportunity to write a book that rather “writes itself” as you prepare
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the class or workshop lessons; and ending up with a published book.
See if this idea interests you. If it does, sit right down and discuss with
yourself how you will build the idea of “book” right from the beginning
into your plans for your class or workshop.

**
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9. Concluding Details
Here are some last things to consider:
+ Will you ask parFcipants to evaluate the experience? You need not
consider this a requirement or an obligaFon: ask for feedback and/or an
evaluaFon only if you feel like doing so. However, you should deﬁnitely
ask for an endorsement. You can ask for it in the following way, at the
end of your Fme together: “I’d love to have you write me an
endorsement of this workshop, if you enjoyed it, that I can use on my
website and in my markeFng materials. Can you take a minute and
write me one?” You can also invite them to provide the endorsement
aier they get home—but you’re relaFvely unlikely to receive many
once parFcipants return to their regular life. Ge&ng the endorsement
“on the spot” is a good idea.
+ Whether or not you invite parFcipants to assess their experience of
the event, you should spend some Fme assessing the experience. Did
you present too lible material? Did you present too much? Did you
manage to go deep or did the event feel superﬁcial? Did parFcipants
get involved or remain at arms' length? What might you do diﬀerently
next Fme? Was the living room of your home a viable locaFon? Did you
really need to pay for a whiteboard? Was the venue too cold (either
temperature-wise or atmospherically)? In as lible as ﬁve or ten minutes,
if you are willing to take the Fme, you can provide yourself with
important feedback about the event and many concrete suggesFons for
improving it.
+ Make sure to pass around a piece of paper so that parFcipants can
give you their email addresses to add to your mailing list. This is
especially important if you are teaching at a workshop center where
parFcipants were not in touch with you beforehand. Even if you
organized the event yourself, and even though you probably have their
email addresses already, pass such a list around, as some folks may have
come aboard at the last minute, may have a new or preferred email
address, etc.
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+ Make any last payments. SomeFmes a porFon of the rental price was
to be paid at the end; make sure to wrap up those last details. Those
last details include everything from straightening up to shu&ng oﬀ the
heat to turning oﬀ the lights to returning keys. You may have a lot of
“ge&ng home” energy at the end of your event (including a plane to
catch!) but you’ll sFll need to muster some presence of mind and abend
to last details.
+ Thank parFcipants and let them know about your future events, if you
have any scheduled. You might also “ﬂoat ideas” with them by
wondering aloud how many might want to come to Paris, say, or to
Rome. Over Fme, repeat abendees may make up a signiﬁcant
percentage of each new class, workshop or retreat—that percentage
might amount to twenty, thirty, even ﬁiy percent. ParFcipants who
enjoyed the experience are quite likely to want to parFcipate in
anything new you oﬀer and you may want to make a special eﬀort to
keep abendees noFﬁed and up-to-date, perhaps by pu&ng them on a
special mailing list, a closed Facebook group, etc.
+ If you are teaching at one of the well-known workshop centers, try to
arrange a lible sit-down with your scheduler and see if you can get
scheduled “on the spot” for next year. If your “numbers” were good—if
you had a nice number of parFcipants in your workshop—and if your
evaluaFons were likewise good (and of course your scheduler may not
have had a chance to see them yet), it’s likely that he or she would be
willing to schedule you for next year right then and there.
+ If you are teaching in one of the world’s great ciFes—Paris, Rome,
London, etc.—you may want to visit some other prospecFve venues to
see if they might also suit your needs or if they might suit your needs
even beber than the venue you used. Even if you liked the venue you
used, it’s always possible that it won’t be available the next Fme you
want to run your class or workshop there. Asking around and looking
around are good ideas.
+ If this is your ﬁrst class, workshop or retreat you may have a lot of
things to consider when the event ends. You may have learned that this
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is exactly the right material to be teaching, you may have learned that
the material or the presentaFon needs major reworking, or you may
have learned that you didn’t enjoy teaching this material at all and
prefer to try your hand at something new the next Fme. You may have
complaints to process; you may feel exhausted and wonder if teaching
is simply too Fring to be worth the eﬀort; you may have some serious
doubts about your readiness to do this sort of work or your taste or
your talent for it. It is natural to have a less that perfect experience the
ﬁrst Fme out. Try not to dismiss teaching if this teaching experience
didn’t go beauFfully. It really will go beber as you gain more experience.

I hope this has given you a good beginning understanding of how to run
your ﬁrst workshop, class or retreat. If you have any quesFons, please
drop me a line to ericmaisel@hotmail.com. If you’d like to learn more
about my books, services, classes, workshops and trainings, please visit
hbp://www.ericmaisel.com. Good luck to you as you begin your
teaching adventure! I know that running classes and workshops has
proven a wonderful experience for me and a nice revenue source, too. I
hope that you have the same experience!
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